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ABSTRACT: The hepatitis B virus (HBV) is the leading cause of
persistent liver infections. Its DNA-based genome is synthesized through
reverse transcription of an RNA template inside the assembled capsid
shell. In addition to the structured assembly domain, the capsid protein
harbors a C-terminal extension that mediates both the enclosure of RNA
during capsid assembly and the nuclear entry of the capsid during
infection. The arginine-rich motifs within this extension, though
common to many viruses, have largely escaped atomic-scale investigation. Here, we leverage solution and solid-state nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy at ambient and cryogenic temperatures, under
dynamic nuclear polarization signal enhancement, to investigate the
organization of the genome within the capsid. Transient interactions
with phosphate groups of the RNA backbone conﬁne the arginine-rich
motifs to the interior capsid space. While no secondary structure is
induced in the C-terminal extension, interactions with RNA counteract the formation of a disulﬁde bond, which covalently tethers
this peptide arm onto the inner capsid surface. Electrostatic and covalent contributions thus compete in the spatial regulation of
capsid architecture. This disulﬁde switch represents a coupling mechanism between the structured assembly domain of the capsid
and the enclosed nucleic acids. In particular, it enables the redox-dependent regulation of the exposure of the C-terminal extension
on the capsid surface, which is required for nuclear uptake of the capsid. Phylogenetic analysis of capsid proteins from
hepadnaviruses points toward a function of this switch in the persistence of HBV infections.

■

INTRODUCTION
The capsid, or protein shell, of viruses packages and encloses
the genome during virion formation and protects it until its
release. Many viruses encode capsid proteins which assemble
into capsid shells with positively charged amino acid residues
lining the interior. These arginine or lysine residues often
cluster in the termini as basic segments protruding into the
interior capsid space. Many single-stranded (ss) RNA viruses
harbor ﬂexible peptide arms for this purpose,1−3 which may in
turn contain one or several arginine-rich motifs (ARMs).
Pioneering theoretical studies have postulated that nonspeciﬁc
electrostatic interactions ﬁx the ratio of negative charges of the
nucleotides to positive charges of the peptide and determine
the localization of the genome inside the nucleocapsid.4
Atomic-level investigations of peptide arms and associated
nucleic acids within intact nucleocapsids are experimentally
challenging. In cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), the
resolution is limited by the substantial conformational
heterogeneity and the diﬀerence in molecular symmetry
between the capsid shell and content.1 Molecular weights of
many megadaltons preclude using solution-state nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), except for very long disordered
© 2022 The Authors. Published by
American Chemical Society

extensions, where motional freedom independent of the capsid
is recovered in the termini. Alternatively, segments truncated
from the capsid scaﬀold serve as proxies.5−7
A prototypical nucleocapsid with ﬂexible peptide arms is
found in human hepatitis B virus (HBV). The central
component of its virion is an icosahedral capsid shell, which
carries a partially double-stranded (ds) DNA and is enclosed
by an outer lipid membrane with embedded envelope
glycoproteins (Figure 1a). The capsid is built from 120
homodimers of the hepatitis B core (C) protein, which occupy
quasi-equivalent environments on a symmetrical lattice to yield
a ﬁve megadalton assembly. The capsid shell is punctuated by
pores enabling the passage of small molecules, notably
nucleotides in vivo. The C protein in genotype D of human
HBV consists of 183 residues (Cp183) with an N-terminal
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Figure 1. Build-up of the HBV virion. (a) Schematic of the HBV virion. The particle comprises a capsid shell built of core (C) protein
homodimers, accommodating circular, partially dsDNA together with a polymerase. It is embedded into a layer of envelope proteins and lipids. (b)
C protein consists of 183 amino acid residues and is divided into two parts: The 149 N-terminal residues form the assembly domain, while the last
34 residues make up the CTD and feature nucleic-acid binding ARMs. (c) Assembly domain of the C protein comprises ﬁve α-helices connected by
loops,17 whereas the structure of the CTD remains elusive.

assembly domain of predominantly α-helical fold.8 At the Cterminus, it harbors a nucleic-acid binding domain, called Cterminal domain (CTD), which is around 30 amino acids in
length with four arginine-rich repeats interspersed with glycine,
proline, serine, glutamine, and threonine residues (Figure
1b,c). This CTD resembles the peptide arms found in many
ssRNA viruses.2,3
Indeed, the dsDNA genome of the virus matures inside the
nucleocapsid from a ss pregenomic RNA template (pgRNA)
via reverse transcription. The synthesis of the dsDNA genome
and subsequent envelopment of the mature nucleocapsid by
the viral membrane are precisely regulated processes. The
ﬁnding that dsDNA-containing nucleocapsids and empty
capsids are more readily enveloped than ssRNA-containing
ones sparked the ‘maturation signal’ hypothesis in which the
state of the viral genome is coupled to a binary structural
switch within the capsid.9−12 Mature nucleocapsids can enter
the nucleus, where they deposit the viral dsDNA. This process
is mediated by a nuclear localization signal, which is located
within the CTD and recognized by importin complexes,
enabling passage through the nuclear pore complex.13 Because
the CTD has this dual functionalityregulating nucleic acid
packaging inside the capsid and presenting signals to the host
cell by transient exposure on the capsid exteriorstringent
regulation of its localization during the HBV lifecycle is
essential.
Although the ∼3200-base pair ssRNA template contains
speciﬁc packaging motifs which mediate recognition by viral
proteins during capsid assembly,14,15 the interactions with the
peptide arms are largely independent of the RNA sequence.4,16
This leads to the question how numerous unspeciﬁc contacts
between a given nucleic acid sequence and the CTD combine
to enable such stringent regulation of its dual function.
Structural insight into the CTD has been limited so far: it is
deleted in many studies (capsids assembled from C-terminally
truncated C proteins, Cp14917,18) or not explicitly modeled
into cryo-EM densities, together with nucleic acids, which are
detected as a smear in the above-nanometer range.8,18,19 Many
properties of the CTD remain unknown, namely: (i) what
determines its propensity for structure − if any − versus
disorder, (ii) whether disorder is dynamic or static, (iii) what
regulates its enclosure inside the capsid versus exposure on the
surface, and (iv) whether or how it signals the maturation state
of the enclosed viral genome to the outer capsid shell.

Here, we address these questions by solution and magicangle spinning (MAS) solid-state (ss) NMR methodologies
geared toward atomic-level investigations of large, heterogeneous viral assemblies. These have proven invaluable in the
characterization of viral capsid and envelope proteins, notably
HIV,20−22 inﬂuenza A,23 SARS-CoV-2,24 or bacteriophages.20,25,26
We were able to probe the conformation and mobility of the
CTD by dynamic spectral editing and localize interaction sites
with nucleic acids via polarization transfer. We discovered a
conformational switch in the HBV capsid realized by a
disulﬁde bond that can lock the CTD arm onto the capsid’s
inner surface, subject to the redox environment and the state of
viral genome synthesis. Phylogenetic analysis of C proteins
from the family of Hepadnaviridae family identiﬁed steps in the
viral life cycle which could potentially exploit this disulﬁdeswitching mechanism.

■

RESULTS

Transient Interactions between the RNA Phosphate
Backbone and ARMs in the CTD. To characterize the
organization of RNA inside the capsids, we expressed the fulllength C protein (Cp183, genotype D) in Escherichia coli and
puriﬁed the self-assembled capsids from bacterial cell lysates.
Although bacterial RNA lacks the speciﬁc packaging signal of
the HBV pgRNA template, it is eﬃciently packaged by the C
protein dimers during particle assembly.16 In this way, capsids
and nucleic acids were both uniformly isotopically labeled with
15
N and 13C. We analyzed these capsids using ssNMR
experiments under MAS utilizing magnetization transfers that
rely on dipolar couplings and spin diﬀusion (PDSD,27
DARR,28 NCa,29 and NhhC30) to visualize the rigid capsid
assembly while ﬁltering out small mobile molecules and ﬂexible
protein or RNA segments, which escape the applied dipolar
recoupling methods because of their rapid motion. The
obtained spectral resolution was similar to previous studies
of Cp149 capsids31,32 (assembly domain only) while the
reported polymorphism ascribed to the use of detergent during
puriﬁcation33 was circumvented (Materials and Methods
Section). With this experimental setup, we expect correlations
which identify through-space contacts between nuclear spins in
the range of 7−10 Å.
At ambient temperature in the hydrated protein sediment,
signals of both the capsid amino acids and ribose (Figure 2a)
were detected, conﬁrming the presence of RNA inside the
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Figure 2. Nucleic acids remain mobile inside the capsid. (a) RNA and DNA bases, sugar moieties, and arginine residues with respective
nomenclatures. (b) Top: Zoom of DARR spectra (500 ms mixing); bottom: NhhC spectra (500 μs mixing) acquired on self-assembled Cp183
capsids containing nucleic acids, both uniformly labeled with 13C and 15N, at cryogenic temperature (108 K), B0 = 18.8 T and MAS frequency
∼9.4 kHz with DNP signal enhancement (blue) and at ambient temperature (14 °C) and MAS frequency 15 kHz (red). Correlation peaks
unambiguously assigned to capsid-RNA contacts are highlighted in purple; the traces through C2’ resonance of deoxyribose and C7 of thymine are
highlighted in gray. Note that both capsid-sugar and sugar-base contacts appear solely under cryogenic conditions. Asterisks mark spinning
sidebands in all ﬁgures. Further details of DNP experiments in Figures S1,2 and Table S2.

electron over the nuclear spin reservoir to achieve hyperpolarization of the nuclear spins. The electron-nucleus
polarization transfer requires the presence of a radical
polarizing agent, here AMUPol,35 which we dispersed directly
in the protein sediment.36,37 From a comparison of build-up
rates for capsid versus enclosed nucleic acids (Figure S1), we
deduce that the radical penetrated into the capsid interior,
most likely through large pores with a diameter up to ∼20 Å in
the icosahedral lattice.8,17 Cryogenic temperatures alone lead
to signiﬁcant line broadening in the NMR spectra,38,39 and
additional line broadening may be caused by the radical via
paramagnetic relaxation. The presence of the radical inside the
sample did not cause signal bleaching, nor inﬂuence the

capsids (Figure 2b, red contours). However, the signals of
RNA bases (Figure 2a) were not observed at the same
sensitivity level, pointing to their higher ﬂexibility as compared
to the sugar backbone. Similarly, no signals that can be
attributed to the CTD were detected. The ARMs would give
rise to very prominent arginine spin systems compared to
spectra acquired on Cp149 capsids.
We reasoned that the missing components may escape
detection because of residual mobility within the capsid
scaﬀold and moved to cryogenic temperature, about 100 K,
where major motions of proteins and nucleic acids are
frozen.20,34 Furthermore, such conditions allow for dynamic
nuclear polarization (DNP)-based NMR signal enhancement,
which capitalizes on the larger Boltzmann polarization of the
8538
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Figure 3. RNA phosphate backbone and ARMs in CTD interact. (a) Top: Pulse sequence to highlight residues in proximity to the phosphate
backbone of RNA; black rectangles represent 90° pulses; blue arrows trace magnetization transfers. The sequence ﬁlters 1H magnetization via 31P
spins by means of two consecutive 1H → 31P and 31P → 1H cross polarization (CP) steps, propagates via proton spin diﬀusion, and converts to 13C
magnetization via 1H → 13C CP, followed by DARR mixing and 2D acquisition, all under DNP signal enhancement. Bottom: 16 arginine residues
are distributed throughout the CTD in four blocks. (b) Experiment from panel (a) acquired on capsids assembled from Cp183 ﬁlled with RNA
(same as Figure 2). Experimental parameters are shown in Table S2 and the full spectrum is shown in Figure S3. Cross peaks in the range
∼60−100 ppm belong to RNA ribose; cross peaks below 60 ppm are compatible with an arginine spin system. Average chemical shift values of
arginine residues were derived for α-helices, random coils, and β-sheets.48 The peak circled in brown can be attributed either to an intermolecular
correlation between arginine side chains and ribose or to an intramolecular correlation within the phosphatidyl headgroup of lipid membranes from
E. coli,49 traces of which might be present in the sample. A control experiment, however, demonstrated that the NMR contribution from
membranes alone does not overlap with spectral regions of interest (Figure S6g). (c) Phosphate-arginine interaction according to the ‘arginine fork’
motif.42,50 (d) Top: Comparison of the broad-band excitation 1H-15N CP spectrum of RNA-ﬁlled capsids (black) with slices from 15N{31P} Jdecoupled REDOR43 with selective excitation at δ(15N) 70 ppm (red) and 80 ppm (green). Bottom: BS-REDOR44 reconstructions yield the
respective distance distributions and populations for each signal (full curves Figure S5).

protein structure judging from the spectral ﬁngerprints (Figure
S2).
As anticipated, additional signals appeared at cryogenic
temperatures. The chemical shifts for all RNA base spin
systems can be identiﬁed (Figure 2b, blue contours).
Furthermore, we could pinpoint unambiguous intermolecular
contacts between amino acids of the capsid and RNA, which
are mediated by the ARMs in the CTD. Arginine side chains
recognize the phosphate-sugar backbone, which is more rigid
compared to the ﬂexible bases, for which no contacts to the
capsid were detected. In addition, we identiﬁed the spectral
signature of DNA, which is distinguished by characteristic 13C
NMR chemical shifts from C2’ of deoxyribose and the C7
atom of the thymine base40 (Figure 2a,b). Traces of bacterial

dsDNA can be incorporated into the capsids during their selfassembly in bacterial cells. Under cryogenic conditions, we did
not detect the equivalent of the intermolecular contacts for
DNA with arginine residues in the CTD as observed for RNA,
indicating that DNA is not able to establish electrostatic
interactions to a similar extent. This is corroborated by the
ﬁnding that the DNA signals do not appear in the ssNMR
spectra acquired at ambient temperature, suggesting that both
sugar and base moieties of DNA are less immobilized. Thus,
our ﬁndings are consistent with the theoretically predicted4
unspeciﬁc nature of electrostatic interactions between peptide
arms of nucleocapsids and ssRNA.
To conﬁrm our interpretation that phosphate-arginine
contacts are the major driving force of the interaction, we
8539
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Figure 4. Dynamic regime of the CTD in the context of diﬀerent capsid types. (a) Arginine distribution and location of serine phosphorylation sites
in the CTD. (b) dP PDSD pulse sequence, which relies on diﬀerential relaxation properties of spins in dynamic and rigid protein regions. By
shortening the relaxation delay and applying weak heteronuclear decoupling, only residues in ﬂexible capsid regions are detected. (c−g) Colored
contours: Zooms of Cα-Cβ and side chain regions from dP-PDSD spectra of diﬀerent capsid types acquired at ambient temperature, highlighting
arginine and serine residues in ﬂexible regions. The respective CP-based DARR spectra featuring residues from rigid domains are shown for
reference (gray contours). (c) Capsids assembled from Cp149, lacking the CTD; (d) capsids assembled from Cp183 ﬁlled with RNA; (e) capsids
assembled from Cp183EEE, in which Ser155, Ser162, and Ser170 are mutated to glutamate to mimic phosphorylation, ﬁlled with RNA; (f) capsids
assembled from Cp183, emptied of RNA, and reassembled in the absence of a reducing agent; (g) capsids assembled from Cp183, emptied of
RNA, and reassembled in a reducing environment. Average chemical shift values for α-helices, random coils, and β-sheets of arginine and serine
spin systems were derived from statistics obtained at the BMRB.48 On the right-hand side, negative stain electron micrographs of the respective
capsid types are shown. Experimental parameters are shown in Table S3 and full spectra are shown in Figure S6.
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Figure 5. Disulﬁde forms in empty capsids. (a) Location of cysteine residues in C protein. (b) dp 13C spectra with proton decoupling of capsids
labeled with MMTS60 establish that Cys48 and Cys183 are accessible to oxidation except in RNA-free capsids under oxidative conditions. The
corresponding MTC-48 and MTC-183 signals were assigned by mutagenesis (compare upper two spectra). (c−e) Oxidation state of Cys48 as a
function of the redox environment and RNA presence inferred from Cα-Cβ and N-Cα correlations. (c) Capsid assembled from Cp183 ﬁlled with
RNA in the absence of reducing agent (TCEP). (d) Capsid assembled from Cp183, emptied of RNA in a reducing environment. (e) Capsid
assembled from Cp183, emptied of RNA in the absence of reducing agent. Cys48 forms a disulﬁde with Cys183 and thus becomes oxidized. Figure
S7 contains further details.
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RNA-ﬁlled capsids built from Cp183, and from a
phosphorylation-mimicking mutant (Cp183EEE);51 second,
capsids self-assembled from Cp149; third, capsids emptied of
nucleic acids by in vitro reassembly of Cp183 in the presence
or absence of a reducing agent.
We applied dynamic spectral editing techniques52 to
separate rigid segments, notably the capsid assembly domain,
from ﬂexible segments which retain local mobility even in the
context of the capsid. The spectral separation of ﬂexible from
rigid is accomplished via complementary pulse sequence
elements: transfers based on the isotropic J-coupling or direct
excitation via a 90° pulse, combined with short relaxation
delays, make experiments selective for dynamic segments of
proteins and nucleic acids; meanwhile, transfers based on
anisotropic nuclear spin interactions, notably the dipolar
coupling, become ineﬀective in the presence of substantial
molecular motions. In the spectra ﬁltered via CP for rigid
elements (Figure 4, gray contours; full spectra in Figure S6),
we did not notice any impact of nucleic acid presence on the
capsid assembly domain, in agreement with previous reports.33
For none of the investigated capsid types did we observe the
clear appearance of signals originating from the CTD in CPbased spectra. This ﬁnding argues against the rigidiﬁcation of
the CTD under the tested conditions.
Next, we analyzed the dynamic parts of the nucleocapsids in
directly pulsed (dp) 13C PDSD spectra with short relaxation
delays (Figure 4b). In all capsid types except for those lacking
the CTD, we observed similar signals from dynamic residues
that can thus be assigned to the ARMs and interspersed serine
residues (Figure 4c−g). The signals coincide with the
respective random coil chemical shift range of arginine and
serine derived from biological magnetic resonance data bank
(BMRB) statistics.48,53 Changes in CTD dynamics between
diﬀerent capsid types are either minor or below the sensitivity
threshold, as was tentatively estimated from the ratios of signal
intensities between cross and diagonal peaks (Figure S6). We
implemented further experiments to probe for dynamically
disordered capsid segments, notably INEPT and INEPTTOBSY,54 but did not detect any signals that could be assigned
to the CTD; Table S1 contains an overview of NMR
experiments used to probe CTD properties.
In summary, irrespective of capsid content, the CTD is
mobile at ambient temperature and rapidly samples multiple
conformations such that we observe the averaged, or random
coil, chemical shift. The interactions of the CTD with enclosed
RNA are transient. When molecular motions are frozen under
cryogenic conditions, dipolar-based polarization transfer
techniques reveal electrostatic interactions between guanidinium groups of arginine and the phosphate-sugar backbone of
encapsidated RNA.
Intradimeric Disulﬁde Can Lock Free CTDs onto the
Inner Capsid Surface. Given the mobility of the CTDs and
their unspeciﬁc interactions with RNA, we cannot easily
rationalize how the information about the nucleic acid content
inside nucleocapsids could be transmitted via the CTD to the
capsid exterior and how the location of the CTD could be
regulated. Thus, we speculated that covalent eﬀects could play
a role. Indeed, the C protein features four cysteine residues,
three in the assembly domain and one at the C-terminus
(Figure 5a). Biochemical studies have not yet resolved the
functional relevance of these cysteines and reported conﬂicting
types of disulﬁde linkages.55−59

sought to visualize residues which contact the phosphate
backbone of the RNA. We implemented a 31P spin ﬁlter40
followed by a 2D 13C-13C correlation41 (Figure 3a). In addition
to the spin system of ribose, which is just adjacent to the
phosphate, we saw signals which clearly derive from amino
acids and can be unambiguously assigned to an arginine spin
system (Figure 3b). Thus, this experiment demonstrates
through-space contacts between arginine residues in the
ARMs and RNA phosphates.
In protein-RNA complexes, so-called arginine forks (Figure
3c) for RNA recognition have been described, where the
guanidinium group contacts either two phosphate moieties or a
phosphate and a base.42 For HBV capsids, our data point
toward the ﬁrst scenario as we observe no arginine-base
contacts (Figure 2b). To quantify the distances between the
phosphate backbone of RNA and the arginine side chains, we
conducted rotational-echo double-resonance (REDOR) experiments. This MAS ssNMR technique enables the measurement of internuclear distances by means of the dipolar
coupling. Speciﬁcally, we recorded, under cryogenic conditions, 15N{31P}J-decoupled REDOR25,43 with selective
excitation at 15N frequencies corresponding to either the
NH2 amino groups or the Nε atom of the arginine guanidine
group. The dephasing curve of the NH2 groups displays a
plateau at ∼0.7, indicating that only a third of them are in
proximity to a phosphate group (Figure 3d). The distance
distributions of 31P-15N spin pairs obtained via Boltzmann
statistics (BS-REDOR44) reconstruction indicate a distinct
ensemble centered at ∼4.8 Å that corresponds to a third of the
dephased population. For comparison, REDOR investigations
of a peptide interacting with phospholipids45 found the
Cζ atom of arginine at distances of 4 and 5.1 Å to two 31P
spins, which the authors interpreted as a bidentate complex.
Similarly, the 4.8 ± 0.4 Å distance ensemble in our data could
also encompass bidentate arginine-phosphate fork motifs
(Figure 3c). The dephasing curve obtained with selective
15
N excitation at ∼80 ppm displays a similar pattern but
yielded a broad ensemble centered at ∼5.5 Å that also
represents a quarter to a third of the population (Figure 3d).
This ensemble likely encompasses contributions of amino
groups of adenine and guanine bases, which are subject to
dephasing in the range of 6−8 Å from intramolecular contacts
to the phosphate backbone.
Although two thirds (i.e., 16/24) of arginine residues in
C protein belong to the CTD, no more than half engage the
phosphate backbone of the RNA at any given time. This is not
due to limited availability of RNA. On the contrary, UV
absorbance measurements46 indicate that an excess of 1.5
negatively charged nucleotides per positive charge in the CTD
arm is incorporated into our capsids (Figure S4). This
phenomenon is known as ‘overcharging’47 and common to
ssRNA viruses.
We conclude that the interaction between arginine side
chains and the RNA phosphate backbone is the major
electrostatic driving force that conﬁnes the CTD to the
interior space of RNA-ﬁlled nucleocapsids.
CTD Remains Dynamically Disordered Irrespective of
the Capsid Content. So far, we have not addressed the
conformation of the CTD, whether it is statically or
dynamically disordered, and how it is modulated by the
presence of RNA and by phosphorylation of serine residues51
(sites highlighted in Figure 4a). Therefore, we produced
diﬀerent capsid types (Figure 4, left): ﬁrst, self-assembled
8542
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Cys48 located at the base of the C protein dimer and the
terminal cysteine Cys183 are accessible to chemical functionalization and hence in principle to disulﬁde formation. We
applied 13CH3-S labeling of cysteine side chains using Smethyl-13C-methanethiosulfonate (MMTS).60 The procedure
results in the formation of S-methylthiocysteine (MTC) with
one 13C spin label for each reduced cysteine accessible to
MMTS. In contrast, an oxidized cysteine will acquire no spin
label, and thus its NMR signal will be identical to the natural
abundance background. Addition of the reducing agent tris(2carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) to the buﬀer prior to labeling
converts all potentially accessible cysteines to a state ready for
linkage to MMTS.
In Figure 5b, NMR spectra of 13CH3-S labeled RNA-ﬁlled
capsids contain two main peaks, which were assigned via
mutagenesis to MTC-48 and MTC-183. Both signals are
present regardless of the addition of TCEP. In contrast, no
MTC signals are detected in capsids emptied of RNA when
TCEP was absent, suggesting that both Cys48 and Cys183 are
engaged in disulﬁde bonding. Two remaining cysteines (Cys61
and Cys107) were inaccessible to MMTS, presumably because
of their location within the interior of the C protein dimer.
Having identiﬁed cysteine residues available for oxidation,
we tested whether a disulﬁde would spontaneously form in the
aforementioned capsid types. The oxidation state of cysteines
can be assessed from their 13Cα and 13Cβ chemical shifts.61 In
capsids containing RNA, Cys48 remained reduced and did not
become involved in a disulﬁde even in the absence of a
reducing agent (Figures 5c and S7a), consistent with
13
Cα/13Cβ shifts of 65/23 ppm, respectively. We hypothesized
that the interactions with RNA might sequester the CTD in
the interior capsid space, thus preventing disulﬁde formation
between Cys48 and Cys183. Indeed, we found that in capsids
devoid of RNA, Cys48 can readily switch between two states
depending on the redox environment: that is, presence or
absence of the reducing agent (Figures 5d,e and S7c,d). While
the presence of RNA determined whether Cys48 was able to
be oxidized, phosphorylation-mimicking mutations had no
eﬀect (Figure S7b,g). In capsids lacking the CTD (Cp149),
Cys48 did not become oxidized, ruling out the possibility of a
disulﬁde bond with its neighboring Cys48 across the
intradimer interface (Figure S7e,f), pointing toward a bond
formed instead with Cys183.
To prove that a disulﬁde bond is indeed formed between
Cys48 and Cys183, we also monitored the CTD. As the latter
mostly escapes dipolar transfers, we performed NMR experiments in solution, on in vitro reassembled RNA-free capsids
and isolated C protein dimers (Figure 6). Building on studies
of Cp149 dimers by solution-state NMR,62 we isolated Cp183
dimers by disassembling Cp183 capsids and removing the
RNA16 (Figure S8). The amide correlation spectrum (nonTROSY 1H-15N HSQC) of protonated C protein dimers
singles out small and ﬂexible protein segments. This spectrum
features the typical spectral pattern of an intrinsically
disordered region with narrow dispersion and contains signals
of approximately 30 amide groups, conﬁrming that the CTD is
singled out in this setup. Importantly, we found that the
terminal cysteine can be subjected to multiple oxidation−
reduction cycles within both the empty capsid (Figure 6a,c)
and the isolated dimer (Figure 6b,c). As the latter is suﬃcient,
the disulﬁde appears to be intradimeric. The conversion of
reduced to oxidized dimers was completed within a few hours
under exposure to oxygen from the air (Figure S9). In contrast,
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Figure 6. Reversible redox switching of the CTD. Solution spectra
(1H-15N HSQC) of in vitro assembled capsids and disassembled C
protein dimers at 20 °C, demonstrating reversible oxidation of
Cys183. This residue was assigned by mutagenesis and yields the only
detectable signal of the capsid. (a) Spectrum of capsids under
oxidizing conditions contains no signal from Cys183, demonstrated
by contours lowered down to the noise level. (b) In C protein dimers,
the CTD displays the narrow chemical shift dispersion expected for an
intrinsically disordered region. The signal from Cys183 shifts with
oxidation state. (c) Expansions demonstrating oxidation−reduction
cycles of Cys183. Under reducing conditions, the signal from Cys183
is visible for both dimers and capsids, implying a free state of the
CTD. An oxidative environment induces a disulﬁde between Cys183
and Cys48, resulting in the disappearance of the former signal from
the capsid spectrum and a shift in the dimer spectrum. The
consecutive addition of reducing agent results in the reappearance of
the Cys183 signal. Note a peak doubling of the terminal Cys183 in
empty capsids and dimers alike, irrespective of the oxidation state.
This hints at the existence of two distinct CTD populations that do
not exchange on the timescale of the NMR experiment.63

in dimers bearing the Cys48S mutation, the oxidation of
Cys183 occurred on a time scale of days. The reported
disulﬁde linkage between homologous Cys183 residues within
the dimer57 is thus possible but subordinate.
Thus, the CTD can be locked covalently to the inner capsid
surface at the base of C protein dimers. The presence of
enclosed RNA counteracts this process eﬃciently, and hence,
counter-intuitively, transient electrostatic interactions with
nucleic acids can leave a covalent imprint on the C protein.
DNA-Filled Capsids Are Subject to the Disulﬁde
Switch. In the course of maturation, HBV nucleocapsids
harbor ﬁrst ssRNA, then ssDNA, and ﬁnally partially dsDNA.
The capsids investigated so far enclose predominantly ssRNA
of bacterial origin. We sought to establish whether the
presence of dsDNA would likewise impede the formation of
the Cys48-Cys183 disulﬁde linkage. In contrast to ss nucleic
acids, the C protein has a low aﬃnity for dsDNA. Linear
dsDNA fragments are poor templates for capsid assembly from
Cp183 dimers in vitro.64 We therefore attempted the
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Figure 7. Phylogenetic analysis of hepadnaviral C protein. Cys48 and Cys183, along with Glu46 (Figure S11), appeared simultaneously and are
unique to mammalian HBVs (genus Orthohepadnavirus) but were subsequently lost in the viral lineage infecting shrews (red asterisk). The scale bar
indicates the number of amino acid substitutions per site. The location of four conserved cysteines, as well as Glu46, in the C protein dimer of
human HBV is shown on the left. Homo sapiens, Cichlid, Mexican tetra, Domestic duck, Frog, Spiny lizard, Coho salmon, and Tiger rockﬁsh
reproduced with permission from Ref 65. Copyright 2017 Elsevier (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

padnavirus) and the most closely related group of ﬁsh HBVs
assigned to the genus Metahepadnavirus. Cys48 and Cys183
emerged last and are unique to the mammalian HBVs. Indeed,
they strictly appear as a pair, simultaneously with Glu46 at the
base of the four-helix bundle.
Interestingly, there is one exception: both cysteines and the
glutamate were subsequently lost in the HBV lineage
discovered in shrews.66,67 The authors describing the discovery
of shrew HBVs suggested that these viruses might possess
decreased potential for establishing persistent infection. As we
will discuss, this observation provides a valuable clue as to
which steps in the viral life cycle may rely on the disulﬁde
switch.

encapsidation of a more compacted template and opted for a
supercoiled circular plasmid dsDNA close to the size of the
mature HBV genome (details in Figure S10a−c and Materials
and Methods Section). While low yields precluded the fullscale NMR analysis conducted on empty and RNA-ﬁlled
capsids, the dsDNA-ﬁlled capsids parallel empty ones in the
inaccessibility of Cys48 and Cys183 sulfhydryl groups for
MMTS labeling (Figure S10d). We deduce that the Cys48Cys183 disulﬁde formed in our dsDNA-containing capsids.
Disulﬁde Switch in the C Protein Is Unique to
Mammalian Hepadnaviruses. We sought to establish
whether this disulﬁde switch is a relevant functional feature
that evolved in HBV or merely an artifact from in vitro studies
of capsids. The Hepadnaviridae constitute an ancient family of
viruses that coevolved with their hosts over several hundreds of
millions of years and aﬄict not only humans but members of
all vertebrate classes.65 We scrutinized the sequence evolution
of the C protein, speciﬁcally when the four conserved cysteines
ﬁrst appeared (Figures 7, S11). Phylogenetic tree reconstruction revealed that Cys107 is the most ancient and conserved
among all HBVs, demarcating them from Nackednaviridae, a
sister family of nonenveloped ﬁsh viruses.65 Cys61 appeared in
the common ancestry of mammalian HBVs (genus Orthohe-

■

DISCUSSION
In this study, we set out to elucidate how positively charged
peptide arms of viral capsids enclose nucleic acidsa building
principle that is followed by diverse ssRNA viruses.4 This
principle is exempliﬁed by immature nucleocapsids assembled
from the C protein of HBV enclosing pregenomic ssRNA,
which serves as a template for synthesis of the viral DNA via
reverse transcription. We accomplished the characterization of
the conformation and mobility of the ARMs in the CTD
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peptide arms in the context of empty and RNA-ﬁlled capsids
using MAS ssNMR. Additionally, we investigated isolated
C protein dimers using solution-state NMR.
At ambient temperature, the CTD arms remained
dynamically disordered irrespective of the presence of RNA.
Under cryogenic conditions, we captured and quantiﬁed with
REDOR-NMR the transient interactions between the ARMs
and RNA, which are driven by multiple unspeciﬁc electrostatic
contacts between guanidinium groups of the arginine residues
and the phosphate moieties of the RNA backbone.68,69 These
became detectable only under cryogenic conditions where
nearly all functionally relevant protein motions are frozen;
namely, large-scale, local backbone, and side chain, as well as
solvent motions,34,39 such that dynamic disorder manifests as
static disorder.52
Few experimental observations of how nucleic acids are
packaged via ﬂexible capsid ARMs have reached the atomic
level so far. Molecular dynamics simulations suggest that basic
side chains and phosphate groups are not strictly paired during
electrostatically driven coassembly of capsomeres and RNA,
which was ascribed to kinetic eﬀects.47,70 These observations
are consistent with our ﬁnding that only half of the arginine
residues in the ARMs are engaged with the phosphate
backbone of RNA at any given time. For the assembled
nucleocapsids of ssRNA viruses, overcharging was predicted47,70 and found experimentally,71 whereby not every
negative charge of the RNA is compensated by a neutralizing
amino acid. In contrast, a charge balance hypothesis has been
postulated speciﬁcally for HBV capsids.72 While the phenomenon of capsid assembly around nucleic acids is common to
many ssRNA viruses, HBV is peculiar in that its mature
nucleocapsid hosts dsDNA. Typical overcharging ratios lie
between 1.5 and 2 nucleotides per positive charge of the
capsid,47 with our RNA-ﬁlled capsids in the lower range.
In addition to these unspeciﬁc interactions, we identiﬁed a
binary conformational switch in the HBV capsid (Figure 8),
namely, a disulﬁde that can tether the otherwise mobile CTD
(‘CTD free’ state) onto the capsid’s inner surface (‘CTD
locked’ state). This locking mechanism could regulate the
accessibility of the CTD in a redox-dependent manner, acting
as a sensor that responds to changes in location, between the
nucleus, cytosol, and extracellular space.
The switch is dependent on the state of nucleic acids
enclosed in the capsid − it is active only if disulﬁde bond
formation can outcompete nucleic acids that sequester the
CTD to the interior capsid space. In fact, we demonstrate that
encapsidated ssRNA counteracts disulﬁde bond formation
eﬀectively (‘CTD bound’ state in Figure 8). It has been
hypothesized that during nucleocapsid maturation in vivo,
dsDNA emerging via reverse transcription might sequester the
CTDs less eﬃciently,64 thus enabling the switching mechanism. Indeed, ssRNA and dsDNA behave diﬀerently because of
diﬀerent stiﬀness, or persistence length, of ss (∼1 nm) versus
ds (∼50 nm) nucleic-acid polymers. Core protein dimers bind
ssDNA templates with high aﬃnity to produce intact capsids
while assembly on dsDNA yields irregular assemblies.64 It was
deduced that dsDNA-containing nucleocapsids were springloaded and that the rigidiﬁcation of the viral genome could
release the CTDs. In support of this notion, our NMR analyses
identiﬁed unambiguous contacts of the ARMs with RNA but
not with DNA (Figure 2b). Likewise, in capsids devoid of
nucleic acid, the CTDs are subject to the redox-dependent
conformational switch (‘CTD free’ vs ‘locked’ state in Figure
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Figure 8. Model of the disulﬁde switching mechanism in the HBV life
cycle. Interaction with ssRNA or ssDNA traps the CTD in the interior
of the capsid and prevents disulﬁde bond formation of the terminal
cysteine, making the redox-dependent switch inactive. In contrast, the
mobile nature of the CTD in mature dsDNA-ﬁlled and empty capsids
enables the disulﬁde switching mechanism, locking the CTD onto the
interior of the capsid shell in oxidizing environments (e.g.,
extracellular space and endoplasmic reticulum).

8). In short, despite their transient nature, RNA interactions
can leave a covalent imprint on the capsid protein. With such a
disulﬁde locking mechanism, we report an additional possible
layer of regulation that is enabled in the absence of ssRNA and
could thus apply to mature dsDNA-ﬁlled nucleocapsids and
genome-free capsids alike (Figure 8).
In addition to recruiting and conﬁning the viral genome
during capsid assembly, the CTD also engages the host cell
machinery to mediate cell or nuclear entry13,73 − processes
that require at least its transient exposure on the capsid
surface.74 It has been reported that the CTD location is
mediated by the type of enclosed nucleic acid: trapped inside
in the presence of ssRNA and mobile in mature dsDNA-ﬁlled
capsids,11 consistent with the ‘CTD bound’ and ‘CTD free’
states identiﬁed in our analyses (Figure 8). In most cryo-EM
models of the capsid, the bulk of CTDs projects inward.11,19 In
capsids emptied of RNA under reducing conditions, electron
density attributed to the CTD is partially exposed on the
capsid exterior through the quasi-sixfold pores11 and accessible
to proteolysis63 and importin binding.75 Notably, removal of
the terminal cysteine76 and enclosed dsDNA77 have been
documented to increase CTD exposure. Genome-free and
mature dsDNA-ﬁlled capsids share several characteristics that
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Figure 9. Schematic HBV life cycle, showing entry, uncoating, nuclear import, transcription, translation as well as nucleocapsid assembly, and virion
secretion. Three key steps where the disulﬁde switching mechanism is hypothesized to play role are highlighted by numbers: (1) nucleocapsid
maturation; (2) regulation of the ratio of nucleocapsid export versus re-import into the nucleus; (3) virion maturation. The hypothetical state of the
CTD during the viral lifecycle is highlighted in light blue.

establishment and maintenance of chronic infection. Possible
steps in the viral life cycle relying on this switch are highlighted
in Figure 9:

set them apart from their ssRNA-ﬁlled counterparts: both
partially expose the nuclear localization signal in the CTD on
their exterior to bind importin − under reducing conditions in
vitro63,75 and in the reducing environment of the cytosol.77
Both species become enveloped and exported with high
eﬃciency. Indeed, genome-free virus-like particles are abundant in the blood circulation of chronic HBV carriers.78 These
reports are fully consistent with our NMR-based analyses and
are condensed into the model of Figure 8, with the implication
that genome-free capsids can serve as a proxy for dsDNAcontaining ones. We could extend this picture by the
identiﬁcation of an additional state − ‘CTD locked’ − in
which a disulﬁde ﬁxes the CTD to the inner capsid surface.
Our phylogenetic analysis conﬁrms that the cysteine residues
involved in the disulﬁde bond, Cys48 and Cys183, emerged as
a pair in the common ancestry of mammalian HBVs. Their
subsequent simultaneous loss in shrew HBV helps decipher the
functional relevance of the switching mechanism encoded by
these two residues. Interestingly, the newly discovered shrew
HBVs lack genetic elements involved in viral persistence,67
providing a valuable clue that the disulﬁde could play a role in

1. An unexplained phenomenon in HBV biology is the
signaling of nucleocapsid maturation, which ensures
that only replication-competent, dsDNA-containing
capsids are packed into virions and released from the
host cell. Numerous eﬀorts33,79 reviewed in ref 12. were
aimed at identifying the molecular equivalent of this
putative ‘maturation signal’. So far, no single structural
transition in the capsid has been linked to the capsid
maturation state. The disulﬁde switch could potentially
be involved in the speciﬁc recognition of mature
nucleocapsids ready for envelopment. Reduced eﬃciency of envelopment has been noted for cysteine-less
capsids.56
2. Mature nucleocapsids containing dsDNA are enveloped
and exported as infectious virions, set to infect more
cells, or become re-imported into the nucleus to
replenish the pool of episomally persistent viral DNA.
This necessitates a recognition sequence, the nuclear
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localization signal within the CTD,13 to be transiently
exposed through the capsid pores. The disulﬁde switch
could help regulate the ratio of nucleocapsid export
versus re-import into the nucleus. In support of this
notion, surface exposure of the CTD is increased in the
absence of Cys183.76
3. HBV virions, that is, enveloped nucleocapsids, leave the
cell in a noninfectious state in which the major viral
entry determinant is hidden in the particles’ interior
where it interacts with the nucleocapsid.80 After reversal
of this interaction, the entry determinant spontaneously
translocates across the lipid bilayer of the viral envelope
to become exposed on the particle exterior, where it
facilitates receptor-dependent attachment to the next
host cell.80 The slow transition into the ‘CTD locked’
state proceeding under the more oxidizing conditions of
the extracellular space, namely, the bloodstream, might
initiate the process of virion maturation by triggering
the abolishment of the interaction between the entry
determinant and the C protein. The disulﬁde switch
operates on a time scale of a few hours, which coincides
with the 4−5 h required for the maturation of virions in
vitro80 and with the half-life of virions in serum.81,82
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CONCLUSIONS
The HBV is impressively minimalistic: around 3200 base pairs
encode only four distinct proteins in multiple isoforms. These
four proteins sustain the viral life cycle, each assuming multiple
conformations and forming transient interactions with each
other and the host cell machinery. Two principles prominently
underlie the plasticity of this virus: disordered protein
segments and disulﬁde switches. Disorder is amply exploited
by viruses83 and disulﬁdes confer switch-like properties with
minimal investmenttwo strategically placed cysteine residues
are suﬃcient. Here, we discover a disulﬁde switching
mechanism involving a disordered protein segment of the
capsid protein and show that it reports on the status of the viral
genome.
This instance of ultrastructural dynamics in HBV
nucleocapsids could only be fully elucidated by a combination
of NMR approaches, from the frozen protein sediment to
solution. As disordered, dynamic, and transiently interacting
biomolecules are challenging to grasp by many techniques,
NMR investigations that span wide molecular size scales and
yet capture key atomic-level details of maturation processes
bear great potential in the structural biology of viral
nucleocapsids.
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